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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the present work was to investigate of cooling in the air conditioning room working concurrently with air discharge and air inlet. The venue is in a kitchen located at Inti Subang Culinary Department, Malaysia. The kitchen air temperature, pressure, air flow and relative humidity was varied depending on different actions were taken. For an example, with or without the stoves operating, how many stoves are operating together, with or without the door closed, how many students are practicing cooking and how many students are using the refrigerator, these are all the condition that will affect the temperature, pressure, air flow and relative humidity inside the kitchen. Moreover, the changing rules of indoor thermal environment have an impact on human thermal comfort. Also, while investigating air conditioning system, air discharge and air inlet, an investigation of how these system affects human health and thermal comfort are included. Besides, the increasing in energy consumption and thermal comfort of an air-conditioned room have attracted attentions from the public. So, it is necessary to determine the effect of this system towards human. An experimental investigation in the kitchen will be carry out during Stage 2, these results from the investigation are used to compare with the simulation result under the same condition. After comparing the result from experiment and simulation and both of them are correct, a forecast of the condition inside the kitchen will be conducted. With proper schematic, grid, mesh and correct boundary condition, we can predict different thermal condition inside the kitchen by using different value of the parameter. Some paperwork of reviewing journal and determining useful parameter and boundary condition are included here. In stage 2, there are total 5 different case studies conducted inside the kitchen which are Kitchen Case 1 – Both Windows and Doors Open (Additional window), Kitchen Case 2 – Doors Close and Windows Open (Additional Windows), Kitchen Case 3 – Both Doors and Windows Close, Kitchen Case 4 – With additional Ventilation System and Kitchen Case 5 – Exhaust with Half Close Valve. With these case studies, I am able to predict the indoor thermal condition by using ANSYS 18.2 simulation software.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

![Diagram of air-conditioning system]

Our primary goal is to discharge warm air from inside to the exterior.

Refrigerant gains heat from inside the house and moves it outside where it's dumped into the air.

Cooled refrigerant flowing through piping.

Warm air discharged outside.

Figure 1: Air-conditioning system

In the world with various types of unpredictable and extreme climate, air conditioning is an unavoidable factor. People nowadays rely on air conditioning systems very much. Air conditioning is the process of adding or removing heat from a place, in common word we call it heating or cooling of the specific place average temperature. It also define as the process of altering the properties of air to a more favorable conditions. Air conditioning can be used in many conditions, the main function of air conditioning system is to achieve a more comfortable indoor thermal environment and better indoor air quality in order to satisfy the occupants’ comfort. In order to maintain the health and comfort of occupants or to meet the requirement of industrial processes irrespective of the external climatic conditions, these condition must has a well control. Moreover, air conditioning can also use to cool down or dehumidify the electronics devices such as computers and server in office or stove and burner in kitchen. In general, air conditioning can define as the modification of the air such as heating, cooling, humidification, dehumidification, cleaning,
ventilation or air movement. Air conditioners said to be a convenient and valuable equipment to supply air flow for the occupants.

1.2 Problem Statement

In fact, air conditioner has a high impact on energy consumption and energy efficiency, this will influence the emission of carbon dioxide to the environment. Frankly speaking, air conditioning system cause around 50% of office buildings' electric energy consumption. World populations are becoming more dependent on these energy-intensive indoor climates inside buildings. One of the reason is because the peak electricity demand episodes, it is more severe during the summer months in some countries and heat waves. There is an approximation of residential and commercial building sector are consuming about 1/3 of the global final energy, moreover, about 63% of the overall energy consumption in buildings sector covered by Heating, Ventilation & Air conditioning (HVAC) system. So, increasing supply air temperature, lowering supply air velocity while maintaining indoor thermal comfort under different air supply modes is an important point nowadays. In order to prevent energy overused and energy shortage, reducing the emission of greenhouse gas is important too. Various engineering method, statistical method or artificial intelligence method are carried out to implement prediction on the energy consumption.

Moreover, there is an impact of air conditioning system to the sleep quality and health as well. The high velocity of air flow can disturb human sleep effectively which cause thermal discomfort to the occupants. It might cause a problem with the occupants sleep quality for an example like the occupants cannot sleep after awakening or cannot fall asleep. Different healthy person having different sleep quality, Even though for the same healthy person, he or she also having a different sleep quality in two continuously nights. So, the measurement of the sleep quality should avoid the interference. Apart from the side effect on the sleep quality, without proper air conditioning effect also cause a negative impact on human’s health. For an example, there are some person don’t really like to use air conditioner is because they feel a cold coming on, becoming cold or being lazy after getting up. These are the negative impact if the air conditioning